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Introduction:  Carbon isotope ratios of CO mole-

cules are important tracers of Galactic Chemical Evo-
lution (GCE), photochemistry in molecular clouds and 
circumstellar environments, and intermolecular carbon 
exchange (e.g., CN and CO) [1].  An important iso-
topic effect, but one that is poorly understood, is car-
bon isotope partitioning between gaseous CO and CO 
ice.  A clear understanding of the isotopic effects of 
CO  gas-ice exchange is required if we are to interpret 
observed 12C/13C variations in protostars and their mo-
lecular cloud precursors and so place solar system 
12C/13C into a Galactic context.  Here we describe a 
model for carbon isotope fractionation upon freeze out 
of CO gas to form ice.  The predicted carbon isotope 
effects of ice formation on residual gas are comparable 
to the range of 12C/13C in CO gas observed in a variety 
of relevant environments where CO ices may be pre-
sent [2].   

Carbon Isotope Exchange Between CO Gas and 
Ice:  We consider the following reactions: 

COgas
kads⎯ →⎯ COice                        (1) 

13COgas
αadskads⎯ →⎯⎯ 13COice                   (2) 

COice
kdes⎯ →⎯ COgas                      (3) 

13COice
αdeskdes⎯ →⎯⎯ 13COgas .                (4) 

The following first-order rate equations in terms of 
number densities (ni) and rate constants k apply: 
 
dnCO,gas
dt

= kdesnCO,ice − kadsnCO,gas

dn13CO,gas

dt
= αdeskdesn13CO,ice −α adskadsn13CO,gas

dnCO,ice
dt

= kadsnCO,gas − kdesnCO,ice

dn13CO,ice

dt
= α adskadsn13CO,gas −αdeskdesn13CO,ice

 (5) 

 
Solution of the ODE’s comprising (5) requires explicit 
formulations for the isotope fractionation factors asso-
ciated with desorption (αdes) and adsorption (αads) of 
CO.   

Desorption Fractionation Factor:  Transition 
state theory specifies the isotope fractionation factor 
for a kinetic process  [3] as 

αkinetic =
k f′

k f
= ′ν #

ν #
f2 /1
†

f2 /1
react

                   (6)  

where αkinetic is the fractionation factor defined as 
(n2/n1)products/(n2/n1)reactants, ni are number densities for 
isotopes i, k f is the forward rate constant, ν # is the 
frequency of vibration corresponding to the reaction 
coordinate, f2 /1  is the partition function ratio Q2/Q1,  '  
signifies the quantity after substitution of isotope 2 for 
isotope 1, and† signifies the transition state.  The parti-

tion function ratio for the transition state, f2 /1
† , is 

evaluated with the mode(s) corresponding to the reac-
tion coordinated omitted. In the case of desorption 
(sublimation) of CO molecules from CO ice equation 
(6) becomes   

αdes =
′ν #

ν #
( ′Q † /Q†)ice
( ′Q /Q)ice

                     (7) 

 
where ( ′Q /Q)ice = αEQ ( ′Q /Q)gas .  The equilibrium 

fractionation factor αEQ was calculated by E. A. Schau-
ble for CO ice and gas.   We can approximate the acti-
vated complex by calculating the partition function 
ratio for ice with a single translational model for CO 
omitted.  The precise nature of the reaction coordinate 
is unknown, but removing one translational mode pro-
vides a  tenable approximation.  The same translational 
mode(s) provide estimates for the frequency of vibra-
tion along the reaction coordinate, i.e. the first term 
right of the equal sign in (7).   We assume that the re-
action coordinate for desorption involves CO transla-
tional modes and not C-O interatomic vibrational 
modes.  This in turn assumes that the species liberated 
from ice is CO not C + O. 

Adsorption Fractionation Factor: Adsorption 
will include both the frequency of collision between 
gas molecules and the grain that is the ice host and an 
energetic component.  The former is easily calculable 
while the latter can be obtained by self consistency 
with the calculated equilibrium fractionation between 
CO gas and ice and the desorption fractionation factor 
in equation (7). 

The law of mass action for reactions (1) and (3)  

COgas

kads
kdes

⎯ →⎯⎯← ⎯⎯⎯ COice                         (8) 

requires that the ratio of the forward and reverse rate 
constants correspond to the equilibrium constant: 
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kEQ =
kads
kdes

.                            (9) 

Equation (9) holds regardless of whether reaction (8) 
actually comes to equilibrium.  Therefore, knowing kEQ 
and kdes we have kads = kEQ kdes.  The same applies to 
the 13C-equivalents of (8) and (9), and the ratio of the 
two isotopologue versions of (9) yields 

α = αEQ
kdes′
kdes

                         (10) 

where αEQ is the equilibrium fractionation factor calcu-
lated from the partition function ratios for COgas, 
13COgas, COice and 13COice and the prime again signifies 
the 13C isotopologues.  Equation (10) includes the en-
ergetic (partition function) contributions to the adsorp-
tion fractionation factor and ensures that the kinetic 
rate constants and the equilibrium constant are self 
consistent.  It does not include the collision frequency 
contribution.  Isotope selectivity due to collision fre-
quency is 

α coll =
mCO

m13CO

 .                      (11) 

The complete adsorption fractionation factor applica-
ble in this case is therefore 

αads = αEQ
kdes′
kdes

mCO

m13CO

 .              (12) 

Equations (7) and (12) provide us with self-consistent 
estimates of the 13C/12C fractionation associated with 
coexisting CO ice and gas. 

Results: We consider freeze out of 105cm−3 of CO 
gas molecules with 12CO/13CO = 70 (representing pre-
sent-day local ISM) at temperatures ≤  12K.  We use 
for this example the desorption rate coefficient based 
on the measured binding energy for CO   

kdes = 1× 10
12 exp(−858 / T )             (13) 

and a nominal adsorption rate coefficient determined 
by the kinetic theory of gases: 

kads = πr2 VCOndust                          (14) 
where r is the radius of the dust grain carriers of the 
ice, ndust is the number density of dust grains, and 
VCO is the mean velocity of CO molecules such that 

VCO = 8kbT / (πmCO ) .  The number density of dust is 
tied to the number density of total hydrogen according 
to the relation ndust=1.33x10-12 nH [4]. We use nH = 104 
nCO. 

The value for αdes at 10K calculated from equation 
(7) is 0.9274 and corresponds to a shift in binding en-
ergy (Eb) for 13CO of +0.6 K relative to 12CO. The 
measured isotopic shift in Eb [5] is opposite in sign and 

an order of magnitude larger than our derived value.   
However, the measured isotopic shift in Eb is indistin-
guishable from 0 given the quoted uncertainties.  De-
spite Eb for 13CO greater than that for 12CO (which by 
itself would yield αdes > 1), the difference is smaller 
than the frequeny term which dominates αdes in this 
case. 

The partition functions contributing to adsorption 
as expressed in equation (12)  cause gas to become 
progressively enriched in 12CO relative to 13CO upon 
freeze out (Figure 1).  Note that equilibrium is not in-
voked. Rather, the partition functions contained in αEQ 
are manifested in the adsorption process; the affinity of 
ice for the heavy isotope is expressed and can domi-
nate over the collision frequency effect that would oth-
erwise impart a high rather than low 12CO/13CO  signa-
ture to the ice.   

 
 
Figure 1.  Calculated 12C/13C for gas (solid curves) and 
ice (dashed curves) with CO freeze out from 12 to 6K.  
 
Conclusions: The overall conclusion is that for 

reasonable ice/gas ratios the 12CO/13CO of residual gas 
in a system with bulk 12C/13C of 70 can be as high as ~ 
150 for freeze out at ≤  10K.  This is sufficient to ex-
plain the range in measured 12C/13C in the interstellar 
medium and in environs around protostars.  It is also 
sufficiently large that the role of gas-ice 12C/13C frac-
tionation must be considered for the early solar system.   
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